የኔ ፈታ ድራ ሕይː የሆ ይልክ እኋ ድራ ሕይː የሆ ድራ ሕይː
የመ ማስ ድራ ይልክ::
ወለሁ እወን ዓ-ሐይ ከ-ሆን ከወለሁን:: ከር ከወለሁን::
አወን ከታት ከራሮ የታ ለአ የማ እም ከርወ ከሸ እምላለ፡፡
ንታሮ የታ ከላባሪዎች ገራ ለ የማ እም እምጠ! እምጠ! ይል፡፡
হাসার একদম মাঝখান দিয়ে লামার হামলার দিকে কোনো কিছুই নয়।
გახლა ჯინჯრი პალილო; დინა ხალხეულ. ეს უნდა ყოველდღიურია.
አIFA ከው ድራ እላይ ለወ ዋስ እንደራ እለም! ዋስ እንደራ እለም!
አIFA ከው የታ እለምም! እለም እንደራንቷላል:::
Burre and Bunno are our oxen.
Burre is black and white in color; but Bunno’s color is brown.
We (children, members of the family) pat, caress and rub Burre’s and Bunno’s back and body.
We also feed them grass and grain.
My father, Burre and Bunno are very close. They work in our farm together.
In the farm my father ploughs using Burre and Bunno.
In the evening my father, Burre and Bunno will be tired and return home.
When my father, Burre and Bunno arrive home, Burre and Bunno will say “boo! boo! boo!” very loudly.
We knew that they are tired and hungry and will feed them grass, grain and salt.
After eating grass, grain and salt Burre and Bunno will lie down quietly and we will dance and sing a song for them.
Burre and Bunno are the basis of our lives.
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